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Training & Development
Tailored Services
Additional Services

Safety Management
Business Assurance
Human Resources

Hello and thank you for taking the time to review our Capability Statement.

We are a Melbourne-based, growing consulting firm that focuses on building strong and trusting
relationships with our clients. We aim to understand not only what you require, but also the context
that you are working in to make sure we deliver exactly what you need, how you need it.

I started Integris Group Services in 2017 as an independent consultant supporting my clients to develop
and improve their governance, risk, safety systems and processes. My key focus was on simplifying
complexity and establishing solutions that not only met the needs of senior leadership; but could also be
implemented at the frontline.

I believe that consultants should bring with them a highly specialist capability and knowledge of your
industry and provide you with the greatest value for money on every project they deliver.  As a result,
our focus is on delivering very high standards in short time frames; and we have configured our business
model and internal processes to consistently provide this for our clients.

Our business has grown into a small, passionate, values-driven team and we now provide a larger suite
of services for our clients across a range of industries, for large to small organisations in the areas of:

Not only do our clients appreciate being able to control their spending by accessing our team when they
really need it, they also have confidence that we will deliver the best outcome for them for each of the
engagements they call on us for.

If you would like more information, or to arrange a meeting where we can discuss your needs, please
don't hesitate to contact us at contact@integris.group or call us on +613 9909 7149.

Many Thanks

Stephanie Werner
Managing Director



Improved productivity

Experts you can rely on

When and where you need

Sustainable results

Affordable services

Our team fosters an
environment where it is safe to
be honest at all times, creating

strong, open and trusting
relationships that we can rely

on.

Honesty

Our values underpin everything
we do, ensuring we operate

with strong ethics and
principles.

Integrity

Our team are empowered with
responsibility and accountability
for their decisions, to enable a

culture of confidence and
certainty of action.

Conviction

We work smarter, not harder,
but still roll up the sleeves to get

the work done to contribute
value and simplify complexity.

Action

We look at everything in
context, as well as through the
lens of our values, because we

care about the work we do.

Sensitivity

OUR VALUES

Established in 2017 by Stephanie Werner, our business
has evolved into a highly capable and passionate team
who hold a common purpose - to make everything
easier for you. 

We become a trusted extension of your team, available
to you when and where you need us to help make life
easier for you, your clients and your team.
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SAFE SYSTEM OF WORK

Pre-developed Safety Management
Systems tailored to your business
Developing your safety policies and
procedures
Establishing OHS / WHS Manuals
Implementing your key safety
requirements of risk, incident and
emergency management
Developing Training/Competency Matrix
so you know your team are trained in
safety

Establish a system for managing work
safely:

HIRAC PROCESS

Establishing a simple to use Risk
Management system, process and tools
Developing an online hazard
identification tool that your team can use
anywhere
Providing reporting on the key safety
hazards and risks to your organisation
and implementing actions to address
them

Minimise the risk of safety incidents:

RESULTS &
BENEFITS
Assurance your business meets
its OHS / WHS obligations

Reduced employee downtime
due to lost time injuries

Defensible safe system of work
and supporting training and
inductions

Lean, structured approaches
for managing safety in your
workplace and on job sites

Pre-developed solutions
reduce time to deploy in your
business

Improved safety culture in your
business

Additional, affordable and
skilled resources to support
your business

Advice in identifying high-risk
work and required documents
to meet legal requirements

Support in understanding
WorkSafe requirements

SAFETY MANAGEMENTOUR SERVICES:

ESTABLISH THE PROCESSES AND CONTROLS
TO KEEP YOUR TEAM SAFE.
Under the OHS and WHS laws, every organisation has a legal obligation to provide a
workplace free from risks to health and safety.

It is specified in the Acts and regulations that you must establish a Safe System of
Work (SSOW), provide adequate information, instruction, training and supervision to
your team as well as engage or employ a suitably qualified safety advisor to work with
you on matters affecting health and safety. If you do not have each of these, you are
breaking the law.

QUALIFIED SAFETY ADVISOR

OHS / WHS advice when you need it
Developing and delivering F2F / online
training for site inductions, operating
procedures and high-risk activities
Supporting you through internal, external
or regulator audits, inspections and
reviews
Determining your level of compliance to
OHS / WHS and industry legislation,
regulations, codes and standards
Developing your Safe System of Work

Meet your legal obligation for a Safety
Advisor:

SAFE WORK PRACTICES

Implementing Pre-Start Meetings &
Toolbox Talks with your team
Documenting your Safe Work Methods
Statements (SWMS) and Job Safety &
Environmental Assessments (JSEAs)
Developing high-risk work practices 
Implementing your emergency
management process

Keep your team safe at work:

ABOUT OUR SERVICES
Our team work with you to develop the
right systems, processes and controls for
your business, develop the instructions
and training your team needs as well as
satisfying your requirement to engage a
Safety Advisor.

We have the knowledge, skills, and
capability to establish controls that keep
you, your team and your business safe.
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INSTIL CLIENT CONFIDENCE IN YOUR
ORGANISATION.
By assuring the quality of the products and services that are delivered to your clients
and stakeholders, you are separating your business from your competitors and
improving your chance of success with clients and for government contracts. 

The establishment of a Business Management System builds and assures confidence
that your business processes, services and products will continually improve, no
matter the size of your team.

RESULTS &
BENEFITS
Access Government Contracts
and Panels through meeting
business assurance and ISO
Certification requirements

Improved confidence by your
clients that your business
management systems meet
third-party standards

Continual Improvement of your
systems, processes and BAU
operations through established
quality processes

Meet legislative obligations for
your industry and demonstrate
compliance to requirements

Improve your employee/team
engagement and input in how
to organically improve your
processes and operations

Have measurable performance
metrics for your management
review meetings, aligned to
your values

Align your systems to your
business objectives to ensure
activities are being prioritised
and delivering value

ABOUT OUR SERVICES
Integris Group Services supports your
business assurance through the
application of existing ISO Certification
standards across your business and
operations. 

We use well established strategies to
obtain benefits and increased business
from investment in a well-structured
Business Management System.

BUSINESS ASSURANCEOUR SERVICES:

POLICIES & PROCEDURES

Establishing Governance / Risk
Frameworks
Defining policies aligned to objectives
Developing supporting procedures
Embedding outcomes within your
organisation 

Supporting your process owners 
Providing support to meet your
compliance requirements
Developing tools to improve processes

Strengthen assurance by documenting it:

(Management of Change)

ISO CERTIFICATION

Training your team on ISO Standards
Assisting you to achieve ISO certification 
Gap analysis between your current system
and achieving certification 
Supporting you through external audits 
Developing your roadmap to achieving
certification 
Support during certification audits
Facilitating Management Reviews that
meet ISO Standards
Ongoing Internal Audit scheduling and
support using ISO19011 trained experts

Promote your business as certified:

COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

Establishing Governance and Risk
Management Frameworks
Converting Legislative/Regulatory
requirements into actionable tasks
Developing Corrective Action Plans
Supporting the satisfaction of Provisional
Improvement Notices (PIN's)
Assistance to deliver Enforceable
Undertaking (EU) projects

Assure your clients that you are compliant:

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Defining the structure for and
implementing your management system 
Creating visual frameworks to
communicate system performance/gaps
Assisting in records management solutions
Achieve ISO Certification and supporting
continual improvement (Quality, Safety,
Environmental, Cyber, Asset Mgt.)

Make your processes reliable and
systematic:
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RESULTS &
BENEFITS
Improved staff retention,
saving you in recruitment and
training overheads

Establish a high-performing
culture that continually
improves business
performance

Building trusting relationships
between you and your team

Increased cost savings through
efficient team members and
organic productivity
improvements

Improved reputation as an
Employer of Choice

Assured compliance with legal
obligations, saving you fines
and legal proceeding downtime

Peace of mind that your team
are reaching their potential

Safe workplace that is free
from incidents/poor behaviour

Understand all of your Fair
Work and Award obligations

HUMAN RESOURCESOUR SERVICES:

LIGHTENING YOUR HUMAN RESOURSES
(HR) WORKLOAD.
Human Resources is about the people you have in your business and the culture they
create. 

Whether you are a new start up, family run business or small to medium organisation,
by establishing a strong HR foundation in your business, we can work together to
make sure you have the right people in the right place. We will help create open and
trusting relationships you can build on, to ensure you are nurturing a high performing
work culture.

ABOUT OUR SERVICES
Our team of HR specialists can help you
develop and uplift your HR systems.

We get to know you and your business
and become part of your team, partnering
with you to establish your HR systems and
processes to help your business mature
and grow. 

Rely on us as your internal HR team.

MEET LEGAL OBLIGATIONS

Assessment against your legal obligations
and implementing a plan to achieve
compliance
Delivering training to to ensure you
understand your legal obligations
Developing your employment documents
to ensure you, your organisation and your
workers are protected
Documenting policies and procedures
tailored to the needs of your business and
achieving compliance

Ensure compliance to all legal obligations:

QUALIFIED HR MANAGER

Advice and support on HR and employee
relations when and where you need it
Identifying your key HR and employee
risks that could impact your organisation
Developing a workforce plan that
mitigates your HR and employee risks
Implementing employee and team
performance reviews
Developing strategies to improve culture
and performance in your team

Qualified HR Manager at your fingertips:

STREAMLINE HR PROCESSES

Review and improvement of your current
processes
Establishing a tailored approach to your
recruitment, onboarding and induction to
ensure you have the right people
Developing tools and controls that reduce
the burden of managing Human Resources
Implementing HR systems to simplify all of
your HR needs

Simplified processes and supporting
workflows:

ONGOING ADMINISTRATION

Ongoing advice on your HR obligations
and any legal or industry changes you
need to be aware of
Managing your payroll and
administration to reduce your burden 
Supporting you and your team to answer
questions and manage issues
Maintaining all of your HR files and
records

Managing aspects of HR administration for
you:
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YOUR TRAINING, YOUR WAY, 
WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED IT.

It is important that you and your team have easy and affordable access to training.
This will ensure you are equipped with the capability that your clients require and that
your organisation continues to improve in its ability to deliver for your clients and
meet your legal obligations.

Our services in Training & Development are like having your own training department
without the cost. Our team can help you develop and deliver facilitated and online
training that suits your needs. 

RESULTS &
BENEFITS
Easier access to a Managed
LMS for your training

Improved standards of
inductions and training in your
operating procedures

Reduced reliance on your
resources for inductions and
training of your team

Improved training records
management and online access
to certificates

Training developed by you is
moderated and aligned to
recognised units of
competency

Increased productivity and
team performance

Additional, affordable and
skilled resources to support
training your team

Improved access to training for
your team operating on-site
and remote working

Assurance your team's training
remains current

ABOUT OUR SERVICES
Our Modular and Subscription Training
and Development services can provide
peace of mind to your management team.

Integris Group Services pre-developed
LMS web-hosting, support for training
module content, administration of your
training records and support, provides
you assurance that your team stay on top
of their training requirements.

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENTOUR SERVICES:

ACCESS TO A LMS

24/7 access for all of your team to a
Learning Management System
User support to help your team access the
training they need
Hosting of all of your online training in one
easy to access location
Manage your LMS to reduce the burden of
training administration
Training certificates with your brand

Access to our managed-services Learning
Management System:

TRAINING RECORDS

Management of all of your training records
for you
Access to a Training Matrix that shows the
training your team has completed
Notifications and reminder emails when
your team are due to renew training 
Simple to use system to access training
records when and where you need them

Reducing the time on training
administration:

TRAINING DEVELOPMENT

Training programs aligned to recognised
units of competency
Leveraging your existing content to create
course modules
Development of inductions and standard
operating procedure training
Customised training based on your needs
Creating webinars, face-to-face training
and online-based courses

Training developed to meet your individual
needs:

WORKPLACE TRAINER

Qualified trainer to deliver your training
Tailoring of training to suit your needs
Providing webinars, face-to-face training
or online training courses for your team
Advising you on your training needs and
developing a plan to address them
Conducting assessments to demonstrate
competencies your team has achieved

Your own dedicated workplace trainer when
and where you need it:
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IDENTIFYING BUSINESS RISKS
AND THREATS

Identifying risks and threats to your
business (internal and industry-based)
Developing future-based scenarios and
potential responses your business can
take
Business requirements to assist future
initiatives
Ongoing support for managing risks

Understand uncertainty in your business
and operating environment:

RESULTS &
BENEFITS
Providing strategies that are
implementable and adopted by
all levels of your organisation

Removing uncertainty and
supporting action to manage
risks and issues

Thorough assessment of
options using structured
approaches

Increased revenue through
entering new service markets
and developing products your
clients are asking for

Unlocking latent value in your
business using tailored
frameworks

Improved services tailored to
your client's needs based on
feedback and alignment to
your values

Support project management
to minimise impact on your
BAU operations

Lifecycle Cost Management to
drive down expenditure and
remove unnecessary spend

PROVIDING YOU WITH THE SUPPORT AND 
ADVICE YOU NEED.
Our Tailored Services focus on supporting, developing, strengthening and protecting
your business and its operations. This involves understanding your future vision,
defining your current capabilities and planning a path to achieve your business goals
and desired operational performance.

Integris Group Services can help facilitate the development and implementation of
your business strategy and operating model. With our support, you have experienced
strategy, operations and implementation consultants at your fingertips.

ABOUT OUR SERVICES
Our Tailored services provide a structured
and actionable suite of skills, frameworks
and ways of working to support your
management team and decision making
processes.
Our team have supported multiple clients
and have a wide-range of views that help
improve outcomes for you.

TRANSLATING STRATEGY INTO
MEANINGFUL ACTIONS

Determine your current and future state 
Leverage reliable methodologies for
values-based modelling, gap analysis  and
costings
Stakeholder engagement and adoption
Securing funding and business support 
Facilitating and supporting
implementation
Monitoring and reporting throughout the
initiative 

Build an actionable strategy and roadmap
accessible to all members of your team:

TAILORED & ADDITIONAL SERVICESOUR SERVICES:

ECOMMERCE AND DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATIONS

Context & opportunity assessments
Support for your eCommerce Strategy
Evidence-based validation and business
needs, requirements and specifications
Manage stakeholders & communications
Maintain and uplift customer satisfaction
Gain insight for future products &
services

Use of technology to drive improvements:

OPTIONS ANALYSIS TO
SUPPORT DECISION MAKING

Benchmarking your business and
operations
Defining value-based performance metrics  
Identifying options and assessment criteria
Options planning and roadmaps for areas
to improve in your business
Supporting in engagement  and during
implementation

Assess options available against key metrics:



HandoverPlan

Embedding results in
your organisation so you
are not dependent on us

Develop the plan to
manage and prioritise

activities

Initiate Deliver Verify

Defining what needs to
be achieved to position
you for success

Agreed timelines, approach,
stakeholders, governance

and outputs

Providing opportunities
for consultation and

review with your team

MARKET ENTRY AND NEW
PRODUCT STRATEGIES

Market Sizing and Customer Analysis
Defining Competitors and their
approaches / gaps
Helping you assess and define your
product and services vision, mission and
objectives
Determining your target operating model
to compete in the market
Planning your roadmap to achieve your
objectives

Increase your client base and diversify
income streams using our business and
management consultant experts: 

BUSINESS, ASSET & PROJECT
LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

Define the lifecycle and value chain
Activity-based cost modelling
Assess current (benchmark) performance
Forecasting and Scenario Modelling
Alignment and prioritisation metrics
Identify high impact initiatives 
Develop/implement improvement plan
Values-based monitoring and reporting

Leverage experienced strategic and advisory
services developed by our business for
lifecycle cost management in your business
or project:

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS (DMS)

Leverage existing systems in your business
(eg SharePoint)
Assess Business Needs & cross-functional
requirements for DMS solutions 
Options Analysis and identify cost-benefit 
Customising versus configuring systems
Workflow automation and approvals

Support managing and administering your
DMS:

PROCESS MAPPING

Identify current process and develop
patterns and trends
Define good-practice and leverage
Business Process Mapping frameworks
Identify gaps or single points of failure 
Gain consensus internally on the standard
ways of working in your business

Visualise and structure your operations to
reduce overlap or redundant handover
points using our tailored professional
services:

OUR APPROACH

INDUSTRIES WE
WORK WITH:

Not-for-Profit Organisations,
NGO's and Associations

Public Sector & Defence
Integris Group Services are DISP

Members & Security Cleared

Professional Services

Asset Management

Private Industry
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We follow a series of stages through a consultative service delivery process to meet your target outcomes:

VIRTUAL CONSULTING

Experienced Professionals
Provided through online channels
Confidential dialogue
Help you structure, assess or deliver
improvements in your business
No ongoing commitments
Monthly Subscription Services available
with discounted pricing

Offering you reliable, affordable, expert
advice when and where you need it:

TECHNICAL & TENDER WRITING

Consultative development of your
documents for operating procedures and
Tender / Quote Responses
Following a consultative Service Delivery
Approach for document development
Assisting in visual/diagram development
Creating consistency in your business
documents, forms and templates

Help you structure and easily convey your
messaging:



THE SMALL-MEDIUM SIZE
BUSINESS CONTEXT

'Safety, Business Assurance,
Human Resources and Training
roles typically only get filled
when something goes wrong...'

7

INVEST IN YOUR BUSINESS
WITH THE SUPPORT OF OUR
TRUSTED TEAM

ARTICLE: THE BENEFITS OF OUR SERVICES

BENEFITTING FROM BIG-
BUSINESS TALENT
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THE BENEFITS TO YOU

$13,500
UNFAIR DISMISSAL COSTS

A U S T .  P R O D U C T I V I T Y
C O M M I S S I O N :

1. Prevent and control business risks 3. Create a high-performing work culture

TOP 3
REASONS

STAFF
CONSIDER
RESIGNING

 

G A R T N E R
F O U N D :

LOW
DEVELOPMENT

OPPORTUNITIES
 

LACK OF 
RESPECT

POOR QUALITY 
CO-WORKERS

2. Promote longevity, safer work practices 
 and improved service quality

23%
EMPLOYEES LEAVE

WITHIN FIRST
12 MONTHS

P W C  F O U N D : $385M
AVOIDABLE RECRUITMENT COSTS

$3.8b
LOST PRODUCTIVITY

Our FREE Preliminary Systems Assessment identifies
what you need now and what could help in the future
with the help of our trusted team. 

Visit our website or
use the QR Code to
access your free
Preliminary Systems
Assessment.

You will receive a
formal report and
FREE 20 minute
consultation on the
findings.

GET YOUR FREE PRELIMINARY
SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT NOW!

SAFETY
MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS ASSURANCE

HUMAN RESOURCES

TRAINING &
DEVELOPMENT

Establishing the right
processes and controls
to keep you, your team
and your business safe.

Your training, your way,
when and where you
need it at a price that

suits you.

Lightening your HR
workload and improving
employee engagement
and productivity.

Instil confidence in your
organisation through
reliable processes and
consistent results.

THE FOUR KEY BUSINESS SYSTEMS:
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FEDERAL SAFETY ACCREDITATION

Our team established the standards, developed the procedures and managed the
key submission documents for achieving Federal Safety Commission Accreditation
across a large infrastructure construction project in Melbourne.

The first submission was completed within four weeks and was accepted without
request for further information.

Not only has this contributed to our client achieving accreditation, it established
the foundation for improved safety practices across their portfolio of projects.

We have contributed to a lot of impressive projects
Integris Group Services work with our clients to drive value
and achieve the project outcomes they need. Combining our
expertise, capabilities in facilitation as well as our diligence,
our clients know they can rely on us to deliver for them.

We are experts at extracting key information and knowledge
from client resources and presenting this in a way that all
levels of the organisation can agree on for sustainable
change and improvement.

Several of our projects below have been recognised by
external parties and regulators as good practice and best in
industry.

The continual improvement of our clients people, systems
and processes is important to us. We aim not only to meet
our clients requirements of the projects we are involved in,
but also to ensure the learnings from these projects remain
within our client's business.

This increases our client's ability to manage future projects
internally. 

Our approach ensures the knowledge we gain through our
engagements can be applied elsewhere and continually
improves our service offerings.

SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK

Partnering with the Subject Matter Experts in our client's team, we established a
robust safe system of work governing high risk activities in the Asset
Maintenance and Management team.

We converted highly technical information into practical and implementable
procedures, as well as facilitated the consultation process required by the
WHS/OHS Acts to ensure that change to processes was accepted and sustainable.

Our client's safe system of work is now promoted by the Regulator as one of the
best in the Victorian industry.

STRATEGIC OPTIONS ASSESSMENT

Integris Group Services assisted one of our clients to assess options and
initiatives to preserve their relevance in an increasingly competitive market. A
current state financial analysis was done to identify under performing business
functions.

Essential activities that align with business objectives and presented high impact
on the current state were prioritised and verified based on quantitative analysis. 

The key options were presented in a single, simplified report that was accepted
by the Board of Directors and adopted as the essential activities to undertake by
the organisation.

© Integris Group Services 2021

PROJECTS WE HAVE DELIVEREDABOUT US:
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS SUPPORT

Our Human Resources team have supported our clients to implement sound
processes for managing succession planning, team restructures, performance
management and employee relations within a highly unionised workforce.

Leveraging our capabilities in structuring information, developing documents,
collating information and collecting objective evidence, we have ensured that the
required processes are followed and critical steps are taken to ensure our clients
have achieved the outcomes they need.

ASSET CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Working with the Australian Government, we have contributed to the business
improvement and innovation for the management of large assets. With key
challenges culminating into heavy workloads and manual intervention, we
supported the improvement of processes to improve productivity of front-line
staff and active personnel.

Working as an integral part of the team, we facilitated the identification of
challenges in the configuration management process over a three-month period.
By assessing base level information, we supported the improvement of systems
and processes to drive improvement to asset usability. This allowed for the
alignment of data used across multiple systems for configuration management
and asset maintenance.

ENFORCEABLE UNDERTAKINGS

Supporting the client Project Manager, our team coordinated the on time, on
budget, completion of an Enforceable Undertaking required under the OHS Act.
As an integral part of the project team we completed two undertakings and
supported the other three.

Regulator feedback on the completion of the Enforceable Undertaking promotes
it as the new standard in uplifting organisational safety after a prosecutable
incident.
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OPERATIONAL SAFETY RULES

Our team facilitated the development of operational safety rules across the
frontline of our client's business that governed the safety risks, protocols and
authorisations required to undertake high risk work.

Managing the project and providing the Technical Writers, our team delivered
the rule book across a six week project that was the first of its kind in the
business.

The rule book now forms the foundation for our clients safe system of work along
with their safety and compliance training requirements across the high risk work
it governs.



TESTIMONIALSABOUT US:

Ability to offer end-to-end support...

What I appreciate most about Integris is their
unwavering commitment to quality and operating
to their values. I have worked closely with iGS on a
range of projects and their ability to offer end-to-

end support, from facilitating idea creation
through to process design and system execution,

has been invaluable.
Their professionalism and flexibility are as asset to

any organisation they partner with.
 

Penny Totino, Group Manager

IGS provide quality work in a timely manner

The team at Integris Group Services have been a
great support in our business planning and

scenario modelling. This has included developing
the financial models, summarising the messaging
and evaluating scenarios for discussion with our
members and key decision makers to determine

our agreed strategy. IGS have consistently
provided quality work in a timely manner.

I highly recommend them!
 

Stuart Burdack, CEO

They go above and beyond...

Integris Group Services have been incredibly
supportive and generous in their work helping me
to develop my business plan, growth strategy and
financial planning for my small business. They go
above and beyond to provide the highest quality
of work. I cannot recommend IGS highly enough

for small businesses who will benefit from the
expertise and professionalism that they provide

with the care for a small business.
 

James Gardiner, Owner

Our return on investment has been threefold

I have been working with IGS hand in hand for
two years in the areas of quality assurance,

technical requirements and strategic
management. I would highly recommend this

team for anyone who is serious about enhancing
their business and improving their organisational

culture. Our return on investment has been
threefold.

 

Benjamin Greig,  Team Manager

Experience and energy brought by Integris...

Integris Group Services is an organisation I have
collaborated with on key safety initiatives.  The

experience and energy brought to these initiatives
by Integris has lead to the effective and efficient

realignment of safety systems and processes,
underpinned by effective development and
implementation, as well as the training and

coaching of employees.
 

Owen Casey, Senior Safety Adviser

What out clients
are saying about
us...
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Stephanie specialises in establishing business management systems that best suit our
clients needs and obligations. With expertise in compliance, governance, risk, safety and
quality, Stephanie has successfully undertaken work with our clients to achieve some
substantial results.

Stephanie understands that embedding integrity into an organisation’s systems and
processes, and providing it's people with the information and capability leads to a
positive outcome for the organisation and it's people together.

STEPHANIE WERNER
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Email: stephanie.werner@integris.group
Phone: +61 (0) 404 020 969

CONTACT INFORMATION

Bridie prioritises the role that your people have to play in the success of your business
and optimising the systems needed for your team to be successful, creating a culture
driven workplace.

With years of experience in Human Resources across a variety of industries, Bridie has a
sound knowledge of best practice in HR frameworks to position your team for success.
Bridie supports our clients to ensure they are meeting the obligations whilst ensuring
that they have a focus on planning and building talent within their teams.

BRIDIE GARDINER
HEAD OF PEOPLE & CULTURE

Email: bridie.gardiner@integris.group
Phone: +61 (0) 491 215 821

CONTACT INFORMATION

Leveraging his experience in business transformation and successful project outcomes,
Thomas focuses on ensuring that business strategy and improvement are seamless for
our clients.

Thomas brings to our team a long standing career of business management, specialist
consulting, stakeholder management and service transformation, achieving substantial
results with our clients. He is driven to help our clients to grow and improve in a
relatable, professional and conscientious manner that is underpinned by our values.

THOMAS WERNER
HEAD OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES & STRATEGY

Email: thomas.werner@integris.group
Phone: +61 (0) 402 492 616

CONTACT INFORMATION
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OUR LEADERSHIP TEAMABOUT US:



Based in Melbourne’s CBD, our team currently travel across 
Australia and New Zealand to support our clients. We are also available

through any online channels you are using in your business.  
 

We would love to hear from you to find out how we can
support you and your team.

 
Level 1, 530 Little Collins Street,

Melbourne Victoria 3000, Australia
 

contact@integris.group
(03) 9909 7149
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